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Abstract

Integration between wireless sensor networks and traditional IP networks using the IPv6 and 6LoWPAN stan-

dards is a very active research and application area. A combination of hybrid network significantly increases the

complexity of addressing connectivity and fault tolerance problems in a highly heterogeneous environment, including

for example different packet sizes in different networks. In such challenging conditions, securing the communication

between nodes with very diverse computational, memory and energy storage resources is at the same time an essential

requirement and a very complex issue. In this paper we present an efficient and secure mutual authentication and key

establishment protocol based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) by which different classes of nodes, with very

different capabilities, can authenticate each other and establish a secret key for secure communication. The analysis of

the proposed scheme shows that it provides good network connectivity and resilience against some well known attacks.

c© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer]
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1. Introduction

Recent research activities in the field of LoWPANs aim to integrate sensors and actuators into traditional IP net-

works using IPv6 over LoWPAN (6LoWPAN)[9] . Smart objects belonging to a 6LoWPAN can directly communicate

with an IPv6 host, thus allowing data processing operations to be performed in standard servers. 6LoWPAN actually

enables the integration of smart objects into the overall Internet, toward the definition of the Internet of Things (IoT).

In such resulting scenario, the presence of billions of objects raises additional issues in terms of scalability, manage-

ability, addressing, security, privacy, secure mobility and robustness. Therefore an efficient redesign of the Internet

architecture and the definition of new protocols are required to cope with the above challenges in the future Internet.

In fact, several projects from industrial and international collaboration are being carried out to define the future in-

ternet architecture which would solve the limitations of the current architecture [11] including security, mobility and

interoperability for the heterogeneity of networks.

In this context, mobility support for the small and smart devices is one of the main important issues since it is uti-

lized for realizing many innovative applications. Mobile communication may increase fault tolerance capabilities of a

network but it requires continuous connectivity among the nodes in the network and with the clusters and could also

introduce new threats against the privacy, integrity and confidentiality. Here, we specifically focus on authentication

and on securing the communication between the nodes in the real deployment of 6LoWPANs.

The main contribution of this paper is to provide a robust authentication and key establishment technique while main-

taining better network connectivity compared to the key pre-distribution schemes and resilience against some well
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known attacks. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work, while the proposed solution

is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the possible attacks and their counter measures in the proposed scheme.

Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

A number of cryptographic mechanisms have been introduced in the literature for secure authentication and en-

cryption in WSNs such as block ciphers as part of standards-based protocols, including IEEE 802.15.4, different

variants of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. While these mechanisms are optimized to suite the resource

constrained sensor and actuator networks, in case of 6LoWPAN networks, where the networks are integrated into

the internet, such cryptographic mechanisms can still experience poor performance due to the size of the packets

exchanged and the length of the keys. Furthermore, it is difficult to distribute the security keys in the federated com-

bination of networks. Thus these mechanisms need to be modified to suite the resulting IoT scenario.

Hsiu in [1] proposed a mutual authentication scheme for wireless sensor networks based on the elliptic curve cryptog-

raphy while Huang in [2] proposed fast key generation algorithm for the ECC based cryptography by optimizing the

scalar multiplication which consume nearly 80% of the time needed for the total key calculation. This optimization

is done by proposing the 1’s complement subtraction to represent scalars in scalar multiplication which offers less

hamming weight and improve the efficiency of scalar multiplication. Qing in [3] presented a mutual authentication

scheme for wireless sensor networks based on the elliptic curve cryptography to reduce the computational cost in the

authentication phase by using a fast multiplication algorithm. Arazi in [4], [5] presented the group key generation

technique based on the ECC for the clustered based wireless sensor networks. They presented a novel algebraic ap-

proach for partitioning the key generation process. They distributed the computational load among neighboring nodes

to decrease the execution time and balancing the power consumption. Holohan in [6] proposed an authentication

scheme using virtual certification authorities. Each virtual authority is assigned randomly some certificates signed by

different certification authorities. Each node contact this virtual authority to verify the certificate of other nodes but

this scheme produces a large overhead in the case if virtual certification authority doesn’t have a valid certificate of a

node and he needs to contact other virtual certification authorities.

Reza in [7] presented a symmetric key establishing protocol for the heterogeneous wireless sensor networks using

the public/private key. In this approach, every node is assigned its public/private key pair and a symmetric key. The

gateway node is also assigned the public keys of all the nodes in the networks and its own public/private key pair.

Each node sends its pubic key to the gateway. The gateway then compares the received public key with the stored

one for the authentication purpose. This scheme cannot provide the security against the man-in-the-middle attacks

and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. Also it has a large communication overhead during the authentication phase.

Khan in [12], [13] presented an authentication and key establishment schemes for the heterogeneous wireless sensor

networks to reduce the communication overhead and memory cost. Their OMNET++ simulation results show that

these schemes provide good network connectivity and resilience against node capture attack while keeping the en-

ergy cost at low level compare to the existing key pre-distribution schemes for the homogeneous and heterogeneous

wireless sensor networks. Raza in [8] represented a secure End-to-End (E2E) communication protocol between the

IP enabled sensor networks and the traditional internet using the compressed and light weight design implementation

of IPSec. Their performance evaluation in terms of code size, packet overhead, and communication performance

shows that their proposed scheme has a comparable overhead to the generally deployed 802.15.4 link layer security

while it offers a true E2E security. Jara in [9],[10] proposed a secure mobility management scheme for the 6LoWPAN

based on the ID/Locator split architecture and on the extension of the Return Routability with Diffie-Hellman key

agreement and ECC. Their proposed solutions deal efficiently with the DoS attacks and flooding attacks against the

ID/location update messages, home registration and binding transfer process. They verified and evaluated the schemes

successfully with the AVISPA tool.

3. Proposed Scheme

Here we describe the proposed authentication and key establishment phases for IP-enabled wireless sensor and

actuator networks based on 6LoWPAN. Since the total number of hosts in a network could vary a lot and and the
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Figure 1: Virtual Network Architecture

network might also contain thousands of nodes, the use of key pre-distribution techniques could not represent the

most proper solution. In fact, such mechanisms require large memory space that could be not available in resource

constrained smart objects. In addition, the nodes are expected to move and may leave their current network and enter

into a foreign network. Therefore, we introduce a new approach based on the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

that supports a higher security level compared to the standard encryption techniques (RSA, AES), while using shorter

key length and introducing less computational overhead. In this approach, the joining network easily authenticates

the incoming node by generating its authentication key instead of getting the nodes authentication key from nodes

previous network in order to reduce the total communication overhead during the authentication of the incoming

mobile node, also avoiding the introduction of new vulnerabilities.

The reference network model considers two sub networks connected with each other through edge routers as shown

in fig. 1. In addition, a specific node in the network acts a reference for the different supported security functionalities

and it is called Network Security Manager.

3.1. Offline Key Assignment
Important key materials are assigned offline to each node and are used to authenticate each other by generating the

authentication key and to secure the communication link by generating a public/private key pair for encryption and

decryption of the messages. More specifically:

• To each entity of the network a random number is assigned by the Network Security Manager after a node

registration phase

• To each entity of the network one share of the public key is also assigned, while the other share of the public

key would be generated by the relevant local Network Security Manager

• When considering the secure communication between two nodes in the network, source IP and destination IP

are used to generate a specific elliptic curve (adopted just for the pair of nodes taken into account)

• Each entity and a network has its own generator Ge and Gn respectively

3.2. Authentication
Authentication is an important and initial step in the network security that allows a trusted node to access the

network resources and establishes secure links with other nodes of the network while it prevents an adversary to gain

access to those resources and exploit possible vulnerabilities. Here, we describe how two nodes belonging to different

networks can authenticate with each other.

Due to large number of entities (smart objects and IP hosts) in the network, it would not be a feasible solution to

provide an authentication key(s) to an entity especially when it belongs to a resource constrained network (i.e. sensor
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network). In fact, (1) nodes usually have limited memory space and cannot store a large number of keys for secure

communication with a very large number of entities of all networks (2) nodes are inherently prone to security attacks

e.g., sensor nodes can easily be captured and their stored keys reused (3) partial distribution of keys reduces the

network connectivity in the considered federated large networks. Hence we use an online key generation approach

based on the ECC to reduce the memory consumption and avoid the key revocation/renewal in case of node capturing

attack.

Every node is provided with a prime number ’p’ that would be used to generate the private key for a particular

destination node. It is worth stressing that each node would have one public key for all the destination nodes belonging

to different networks. This public key consists of two shares (1) node share and (2) network share. The purpose of

the network share is just to confirm that the node belongs to the mentioned network. The destination node needs to

generate the public key of a source node by getting those shares from the source node and from the Network Security

Manager of the source node as

PublicKey = f {Node S hare, Network S hare} (1)

For example, a Sensor Node (S N1) of one network wants to establish a communication link with a sensor node (S N2)

of other network. During the registration phase of a SN with its Network Security Manager, it sends the node share
of its public key to its Network Security Manager. The Network Security Manager generates the network share of the

registering SN public key and also sends the network share along with a random number to the SN. When a S N1 wants

to communicate with the S N2, it asks its Network Security Manager to get the random number and network share of

S N2 from the S N2 Network Security Manager which is assigned by the S N2 Network Security Manager to the S N2

during the registration phase. The S N1 Network Security Manager gets that random number and network share from

S N2 Network Security Manager using its secure link, already established, and also sends the random number of the

S N1 and the network share of the S N1 public key. The S N1 creates a private key for the S N2 after getting that random

number and sends its own generated public key share to the S N2 in the joining request signed by its private key. When

the S N2 receive this message, it contacts it local Network Security Manager for the network share of the public key

and a random number of the S N1. The S N2 Network Security Manager forwards the network share of S N1 public key

and its random number to the S N2 which it receives during the random number exchange. Once the S N2 receives the

network share, it generates the public key of the S N1 and authenticates the message signature. The node share and

the network share are generated as follow

NodeS hare = S = IPNetwork . c . GS N mod PS N (2)

NetworkS hare = T = S . GN mod PN (3)

PublicKey = Node S hare ⊕ Network S hare mod P (4)

Where (PS N ,GS N) and (PN ,GN) are the pair of prime number and group generator of the network entity and the

Network Security Manager respectively, c is the point on elliptic curve and ’P’ is the prime field generator.

After successful authentication, S N2 accept the join request of the S N1 and generate a private key for that S N1 using

the same procedure and sends its own share of public key to the S N1 signed by its private key. The S N1 generates the

public key of the S N2 by getting the network share from the S N2 Network Security Manager through its own Network

Security Manager and verifies the signature. In this way, both S N1 and S N2 authenticates each other.

3.3. Private Key Generation
Since every node generates and uses a separate private key for authentication and secure communication with the

nodes of other networks for its public key, here, we describe the procedure of generating a private key. Since all

nodes of every network are registered with their Network Security Manager , the Network Security Manager assigns

a unique random number to each registered member. That number is used to generate a private key by other nodes to

communicate with that particular node of that network. After the generation of public key by the destination node, it

performs the XOR of the public key with the provided random number. The source node also gets that number from

the Network Security Manager of the destination node through its own Network Security Manager. The source node

uses that number to generate the private for the destination node.

Private Key = (Public Key ⊕ Random Number)−1 mod PS N (5)
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3.4. Handover
Since SNs are mobile, they may leave one network and enter into another one. To avoid node replication and

Sybil attacks, it is necessary to update the node’s public key and private key. To do so, the public key and the private

key should be a function of some network parameters and also do not introduce a large communication overhead in

case of fast mobility. In addition, the public key of the mobile node should be updated in such a way that there is no

interruption in the ongoing communication. Finally, the private key should be updated accordingly.

Here we describe the proposed approach for updating the keys by considering a simple scenario that can implement

the suggested idea easily without introducing communication overhead. Assume that a sensor node S N1 belongs to its

parent network X and after some time it moves to network Y. It sends its node share to the Network Security Manager

of the network Y. Its public key in network X is

PublicKeyX = S + TX mod P (6)

When S N1 moves to network Y, then its public key will be

PublicKeyY = S + TY mod P (7)

According to the suggested approach, to avoid any interruption in the ongoing communication,

PublicKeyX = PublicKeyY ⇒ S + TX = S + TY mod P (8)

Since the Network Security Manager Y receives the node share of the joining node S N1, it generates the network
share TY and sends back to the joining node.

TY = S . GY mod PY (9)

Since, TY is different from TX because of different network generators, the node will generate a number ’d’ such that

it makes the TY equals to TX as

d . TX = TY mod PS N ⇒ d = TY . T−1
X mod PS N (10)

The generated ’d’ is sent to the destination node encrypted with its previous private key: in this way, the destination

node can update the public key of the source node. After that, the source node also updates its private key.

4. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the proposed scheme in terms of total time consumed during the exchange of key establishment

packets, we used cooja simulator [14]. The simulation environment consists of two sub networks as shown in fig.1 and

we vary the total number of nodes in each sub network. Initially, each sub network consists of 4 nodes and then we

increased them to 8, 12 and 20. More specifically, we consider four sensor nodes in one network aiming to establish a

secure key with the four nodes of the other sensor network by varying the total number of nodes in each network. The

results shown in fig. 2(a) describe the total time consumed during the first key establishment process with the node of

other network while fig. 2(b) shows the simulation environment of cooja.

Here, we describe some well known attacks that could be possible in the IP based wireless sensor networks and show

that how the proposed scheme deals with those attacks.

4.1. Connectivity
Connectivity is the fundamental aspect and plays an important role in the network performance. However, it

suffers due to the security protocols implementation in terms of partial key distribution and management, especially

in a resource constrained wireless sensor networks where the connectivity depends on the key matching probability

and hence there is always a trade off between the memory, connectivity and computational cost. Since, the proposed

scheme is based on the ECC in which each node has public/Private key pair for secure communication and also in the

proposed scheme, if a node wants to establish a communication link with other nodes of the network, it just generates

the public key of those nodes their public key shares from the Network Security Managers and there is no need for

anything to be common among the nodes. So, the connectivity of the network in the proposed scheme is always 100%

compared to the key pre-distribution schemes in which the connectivity is based on the common shared keys.
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Figure 2: (a). Time taken by a node during the exchange of key establishment messages in ms (b). Network topology in Cooja

4.2. Sniffing

During the exchange of the pubic key materials (i.e. the node share and the network share), an adversary might

capture those packets to get those shares. But, obtaining those shares does not allow the adversary to construct the

node’s public key because the construction of public key also requires the destination node random number assigned

by its Network Security Manager during the registration phase. Thus an adversary cannot get that random number

until the destination node gets compromised by the adversary. Since the nodes are mobile, their public key and the

private key is also updated when they change the network (because of the network share of the public key). Hence the

packets sniffing do not help the adversary to construct the node public key and exhaust its resources by sending some

fake packets.

4.3. Stolen ID Attack

An adversary might steal the IDs of the authentic member of the network and capture the node share of the

public key of that node and can pretend itself as an authentic node. In the proposed scheme, if the destination node

receives the link establishment requests (containing the node share of the public key) from an adversary whose ID

is the authentic node ID, the destination node generates the public key of the received authentic node ID by getting

its random number from Network Security Manager but that key would not be able to verify the message signature

because authentic node private key would not be compatible with the private key of the adversary node. In order to

establish the link with the destination node, an adversary is also required to steal the private key of that authentic node

as well. Also the adversary node would not be able to generate the public key of the victim node because it cannot get

the required random number of the victim node and the network share from the Network Security Manager which is

used in the public key generation. And hence will be detected quickly in the network.

4.4. Denial of Service Attack

Denial of Service (DoS) attack is the one in which an adversary tries to isolate a node from a network and keeps

it busy to exhaust its resources by sending some useless data. In the proposed solution, this is only possible if the

adversary, somehow, gets an access to the network and become its authentic member or by stealing the nodes IDs and

their shares of public key. The adversary would use those IDs and shares in establishing a link with the destination

node of the other network. But this would not work because the adversary would need to sign that message again

after updating its time stamp and by doing so, the destination node would not be able to verify that message with

the generated public key. This helps the destination node to identify any malicious activity and inform its Network

Security Manager which will inform the Network Security Manager of source node about those fake messages.

4.5. Node Replication Attack

Sensor nodes are very vulnerable and can be easily captured, analyze and replicate by the adversary in various

positions in the network. Such attacks may allow the adversary to corrupt data and may disconnect significant parts
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of the network.

Since all the nodes in the sensor networks are mobile and their positions changes frequently depending on their speed

and the size of network, their position should be updated by their Network Security Managers immediately in case of

leaving or joining the network. Thus the adversary cannot replicate the nodes of one network into another network.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an authentication and mutual key establishment scheme is proposed for IP based wireless sensor

network (6LoWPAN). This scheme has good theoretical results against some well known attacks and also take less

time to exchange the key establishment packets. The proposed solution is analyzed theoretically as well as using cooja

for time estimation but in future, the work we will be analyzed using cooja for the total energy consumption, overhead

during the handover and connectivity.
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